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The structure of peptides and proteins is dependent on the

sum of a host of noncovalent interactions that are individually
weak, but that collectively cause biomolecules to adopt a limit-

ed number of conformations, in the process solving the Levin-
thal paradox.[1] The n!p* interaction is a favorable interaction
that is manifested locally in proteins between the lone pair (n)

of one carbonyl and the p* molecular orbital of the subse-
quent carbonyl (Scheme 1).[2] The n!p* interaction has been

identified as an important determinant of the backbone con-
formation of proteins, particularly in the a-helix and polypro-

line II helix (PPII) conformations.[3] Importantly, the n!p* inter-
action provides a significant basis for biases in the protein

main chain conformation. Thus, the n!p* interaction might
especially impact structure in the disordered or unfolded
states of proteins,[3b, 4] due to the reduced long-range contacts

and hydrogen bonding in disordered proteins.[5]

The strength of the n!p* interaction is impacted by the

identities of both the donor and acceptor carbonyls.[3a, 6] For
example, thioamides function better than amides as n!p*

electron donors due to the greater nucleophilicity of sulfur
and the higher energies of the lone-pair orbitals of sulfur com-
pared to oxygen.[7] Similarly, the strength of the n!p* inter-

action can be modulated by changing the electronic properties
of the acceptor carbonyl : esters are better acceptors than
amides, with the acceptor strength further enhanced by the
incorporation of electron-withdrawing groups on the ester,

which render the carbonyl more electrophilic and lower the
energy of the p* orbital.[8]

We sought to further investigate the nature of the n!p* in-

teraction and the ability to electronically tune peptide struc-
ture through the systematic modulation of the electronic prop-

erties of the donor carbonyl. The incorporation of electron-do-
nating acyl capping groups on the N terminus should strength-

en an n!p* interaction, and thus promote a-helix and PPII
helix conformations. In contrast, the introduction of electron-

withdrawing substituents would be expected to weaken the

n!p* interaction and yield relatively more extended confor-
mations. The N terminus of peptides is readily modified as the

last step of solid-phase peptide synthesis prior to cleavage
from resin/side-chain deprotection. As such, this approach to

control the strength of the n!p* interaction through the
identity of the acyl N-capping[9] group could be used to

The preferred conformations of peptides and proteins are de-
pendent on local interactions that bias the conformational en-
semble. The n!p* interaction between consecutive carbonyls

promotes compact conformations, including the a-helix and
polyproline II helix. In order to further understand the n!p*
interaction and to develop methods to promote defined con-
formational preferences through acyl N-capping motifs, a
series of peptides was synthesized in which the electronic and
steric properties of the acyl group were modified. Using NMR

spectroscopy, van’t Hoff analysis of enthalpies, X-ray crystallog-

raphy, and computational investigations, we observed that
more electron-rich donor carbonyls (pivaloyl, iso-butyryl, pro-
pionyl) promote stronger n!p* interactions and more com-
pact conformations than acetyl or less electron-rich donor car-
bonyls (methoxyacetyl, fluoroacetyl, formyl). X-ray crystallogra-
phy indicates a strong, electronically tunable preference for

the a-helix conformation, as observed directly on the f and y

torsion angles. Electron-donating acyl groups promote the a-
helical conformation, even in the absence of the hydrogen

bonding that stabilizes the a-helix. In contrast, electron-with-

drawing acyl groups led to more extended conformations.
More sterically demanding groups can promote trans amide

bonds independent of the electronic effect on n!p* interac-
tions. Chloroacetyl groups additionally promote n!p* interac-

tions through the interaction of the chlorine lone pair with the
proximal carbonyl p*. These data provide additional support

for an important role of n!p* interactions in the conforma-

tional ensemble of disordered or unfolded proteins. Moreover,
this work suggests that readily incorporated acyl N-capping

motifs that modulate n!p* interactions may be employed
rationally to promote conformational biases in peptides, with

potential applications in molecular design and medicinal
chemistry.
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change the conformational preferences of peptides in a gener-

al, predictable, and highly accessible manner.
In order to investigate the effects of modification of N-termi-

nal electronics on peptide conformation, we synthesized a
series of peptides based on the 4-nitrobenzoate ester of 4R-hy-

droxyproline (Hyp(4-NO2-Bz) ; Scheme 1). This proline derivative
strongly promotes an exo ring pucker[10] and readily crystallizes

due to the nitrobenzoate group.[11] Peptides were synthesized
with pivaloyl, iso-butyryl, and propionyl N-caps (Scheme 2),
which are more electron-donating than the acetyl group typi-

cally employed at the N terminus of peptides. In addition, a
series of N-caps was incorporated with more electron-deficient

substituents than acetyl, including methoxyacetyl, fluoroacetyl,
and formyl groups, as well as dichloro-, trichloro-, difluoro-,

and trifluoro- acetyl groups.

All peptides were analyzed by NMR spectroscopy to quantify
how the identity of the acyl N-cap changes the preference for

a trans amide bond, which provides one measure of the
strength of the n!p* interaction, with a stronger n!p* inter-

action resulting in a higher population of trans amide bond
(larger Ktrans/cis ; Table 1), if all other factors are equal. For mono-

substituted acetyl groups, other than chlorine substitution, an

electron-donating substituent increased the population of
trans amide bond, whereas electron-withdrawing substituents

increased the population of cis amide bond relative to acetyl

(for N-caps C(O)-CH2-X, X =@CH3>@H>@OMe>@F).
The most strongly trans-promoting N-cap was the pivaloyl

group, which exhibited no evidence of cis amide bond by NMR
spectroscopy. Proline cis–trans isomerism importantly also de-

pends on steric effects, with larger groups destabilizing the cis
amide conformation. The pivaloyl group thus was effective in

promoting trans amide through both electronic and steric ef-

fects.[3h] Similarly, the most cis-promoting N-cap was the formyl
group, which is both less electron-donating than an acetyl

group and is smaller, with both effects leading to a reduced[3a]

preference for a trans over a cis amide bond.

The effect of steric versus electronic effects in impacting cis–
trans isomerism was most observable in the halogen series,

Scheme 1. Proline cis–trans isomerism to probe n!p* interactions. A) Pro-
line trans and cis amide bonds (blue) are in slow exchange on the NMR
timescale. Only the trans amide bond can be stabilized by an n!p* inter-
action. Thus, molecular properties that promote an n!p* interaction lead
to a larger Ktrans/cis. B) Synthesis of peptides with different acyl N-caps from
the common intermediate 5. C) Overlap of the donor (red) carbonyl Oi lone
pair (n) with the acceptor carbonyl Ci++1 = Oi++1 (blue) p* molecular orbital
leads to electron delocalization. The extent of orbital overlap is associated
with the Oi…Ci++1 distance (purple), with n!p* interactions exhibiting dis-
tances significantly below the 3.22 a sum of the van der Waals radii of O
and C. D) Crystal structure of 5·HCl, which exhibits an exo ring pucker due
to the strong stereoelectronic effect of the nitrobenzoate ester.

Scheme 2. Modulation of the electronic and steric properties of acyl N-cap-
ping motifs (N-caps). R = 4-NO2-benzoate ester.

Table 1. Effects of acyl N-cap substitution on the thermodynamic proper-
ties of peptides in CDCl3.

X-(C=O)-
Hyp(Nbz)-OMe Ktrans/cis DG298 K DH DS
X = 298 K 263 K kcal mol@1 kcal mol@1 cal mol@1 K@1

C(CH3)3 >20 – – – –
CH(CH3)2 7.6 10.8 @1.20 @1.88 @2.4
CH2CH3 5.7 8.1 @1.03 @1.62 @2.0
CH3 4.4 6.2 @0.88 @1.50 @2.1
CH2Cl 6.0 8.0 @1.06 -1.39 @1.2
CH2OCH3 3.2 4.0 @0.69 @0.87 @0.5
CH2F 2.6 2.9 @0.57 @0.54 @0.1
H 1.8 2.0 @0.35 @0.67 @1.1

CHCl2 11.1 – @1.43 – –
CHF2 5.1 – @0.96 – –
CCl3 >20 – – – –
CF3 7.8 – @1.22 – –

–: not determined. Errors are in the Supporting Information.
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with dihalogenation and trihalogenation increasing the popu-
lation of trans amide bond, despite the expectation of weaker

n!p* interactions with increasing F or Cl substitution. Nota-
bly, fluorine a-substitution on acyl groups has been previously

identified to have effects on conformation that are dependent
on the F@C@C@O torsion angle, through the balance of attrac-

tive and repulsive interactions between the fluorine and the
carbonyl.[6, 12]

In order to further understand how electronic factors impact

the n!p* interaction, a subset of peptides was examined by
temperature-dependent NMR spectroscopy to determine the
effect of substitution on proline cis–trans isomerism enthalpies
(DHtrans/cis) by van’t Hoff analysis (Figure 1, Table 1). These data

indicate that more electron-donating substituents on the
donor carbonyl increased the enthalpic preference for a trans

amide bond. In contrast, electron-withdrawing substituents or

formyl substitution on the donor carbonyl significantly reduced
this preference (CH(CH3)2>CH2CH3>CH3&CH2Cl @ CH2OMe>

H>CH2F). Again, chloromethyl substitution exhibited anoma-
lous behavior if only electronic effects are considered.

X-ray crystal structures were solved for nearly all derivatives

(Figure 2, Table 2), with most structures exhibiting two mole-
cules in each asymmetric section of their unit cell, thus provid-
ing the ability to examine electronic effects on structure in

detail. The pivaloyl derivative adopted a PPII helix conforma-
tion, with a very close 2.68 a Oi…Ci++1 intercarbonyl distance,

thus indicating a particularly favorable n!p* interaction for
the most electron-rich donor carbonyl studied. Notably, the

iso-butyryl, propionyl, chloroacetyl, acetyl, and methoxyacetyl
derivatives all adopted an a-helical conformation in the crystal-

line form, thereby indicating the ability of the n!p* interac-

tion to promote the a-helix independent of hydrogen bond-
ing. The iso-butyryl N-cap exhibited quite close Oi…Ci + 1 inter-

carbonyl distances (2.69, 2.74 a) as well as surprisingly com-
pact values of f (@458, @478), which are consistent with partic-

ularly favorable n!p* interactions. Among -CH2-X N-caps, the
propionyl (2.83, 2.88 a) and chloroacetyl (2.85, 2.88 a) groups

exhibited the closest intercarbonyl distances, indicating the

most favorable n!p* interactions, consistent with the obser-
vations that these derivatives had the largest enthalpies and

free energies favoring trans amide bonds. In contrast, the me-
thoxyacetyl N-cap exhibited longer n!p* interaction distances

(2.89, 3.05 a), consistent with its less favorable enthalpy and a
lower Ktrans/cis.

The peptide with the fluoroacetyl N-cap exhibited two struc-
tures: one was in an a-helical conformation, though with a
longer (3.05 a) intercarbonyl distance and a more extended

value of f (@698, compared to @578 for propionyl) ; the other
structure exhibited an extended conformation ((f,y) =@838,

@1738). The trifluoroacetyl and formyl derivatives also exhibit-
ed longer intercarbonyl distances and extended conformations,

consistent with weak n!p* interactions in these more elec-

tron-poor derivatives. The observation of extended conforma-
tions is noteworthy given the inherent preference of the 4R-ni-

trobenzoate ester of Hyp for an exo ring pucker, and thus for
more compact conformations. Although crystal packing obvi-

ously impacts the specific details of the structures observed,
collectively these data are consistent with a substantial ability

Figure 1. van’t Hoff analysis of the temperature dependence of Ktrans/cis for
the peptides R-C(O)-Hyp(4-NO2-Bz)-OMe. From top to bottom, R=@CH(CH3)2

(&),@CH2CH3 (&),@CH2Cl (*),@CH3 (*),@CH2OCH3 (! ),@CH2F (^),@H (~).

Figure 2. X-ray crystal structures of derivatives, with the Oi…Ci + 1 intercar-
bonyl distance d and the peptide main chain (f,y) torsion angles in each
molecule indicated. Nbz = 4-NO2-benzoate ester.
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of donor carbonyl electronic properties to modulate the

strength of the n!p* interaction, and thus the preference for

a compact versus extended backbone conformation.
In order to obtain further insights into the effect of N-cap

identity on the n!p* interaction, all derivatives were exam-
ined computationally by using density functional theory (DFT;

M06-2X) and MP2 methods.[13] Structures were examined both
as X-Pro-OMe and X-Flp-OMe peptides, with an exo ring

pucker. Initial models were developed by using crystallographi-

cally observed structures and then subjected to geometry opti-
mization. 4R-Fluoroproline (Flp) and 4R-hydroxyproline nitro-

benzoate have similar effects on conformation.[10] Therefore,
Flp was used in modeling, due to its much lower computation-

al cost, which allowed the use of larger basis sets and analysis
with the MP2 method, which better addresses electron correla-
tion than DFT methods. Peptides were analyzed with an exo

ring pucker in both the a-helix and PPII conformations in order
to specifically examine effects on both secondary structures
stabilized by n!p* interactions.

Computational results corroborated observations by NMR

spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography (Table 2, Figure 3). By
using the distance between the donor carbonyl O (Oi) and the

acceptor carbonyl C (Ci++1) as a reporter of n!p* interaction
strength, the pivaloyl group was shown to exhibit the closest
Oi…Ci++1 distances, whereas the formyl group exhibited the

longest Oi…Ci++1 distances, with the distances Piv> iBut>
CH2CH3>CH3>CH2Cl&CH2OMe &CH2F>CHF2&CF3>H. In

addition, a stronger donor resulted in a more compact geome-
try in a given conformation (e.g. , PPII conformation by DFT:

propionyl (f,y) =@588, + 1438, versus formyl (f,y) =@648,

+ 1518).
The computational results also provided insights into the

basis for the higher-than-expected preference of the chloroa-
cetyl group for a trans amide bond and a close n!p* inter-

action. This derivative exhibited a Cl@C@C@O torsion angle of
&@908 both crystallographically and computationally. A tor-

sion angle scan confirmed that this conformation was pre-
ferred.[14] Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis[15] revealed that
this conformation allows favorable orbital overlap between
one chlorine lone pair (n) and the donor carbonyl p* orbital, as

an n!p* interaction with an NBO interaction energy of
2.5 kcal mol@1. These results suggest that the chloroacetyl

group enhances the carbonyl/carbonyl n!p* interaction
through two serial n!p* interactions, whereby one n!p*

interaction (here, Cl···C=O) makes that acceptor carbonyl a

better donor for a subsequent n!p* interaction. These serial
effects have been proposed to stabilize both the a-helix and

polyproline helix conformations in proteins.[3b, d, e, 4]

We have described the application of peptide acyl N-cap-

ping motifs to modulate peptide structure through the tunable
control of the strength of n!p* interactions. We have ob-

Table 2. Summary[a] of results from X-ray crystallography and calculations[b] .

X-(C=O)- X-ray crystallography Calculations, Flp
Hyp(Nbz)-OMe Molecule 1 Molecule 2 a-Helix PPII
X = f, y [8] d [a] f, y [8] d [a] d [a] NBO E[c] d [a]

C(CH3)3 @56, + 138 2.681 – – 2.723 2.27[d] 2.726
CH(CH3)2 @45, @44 2.687 @47, @40 2.738 2.785 1.97 2.781
CH2CH3 @57, @38 2.828 @61, @34 2.883 2.807 1.87 2.816
CH3 @65, @34 2.991 @69, @29 3.049 2.812 1.85 2.816
CH2Cl @56, @36 2.847 @61, @32 2.879 2.837 1.68 2.834
CH2OCH3 @59, @41 2.893 @69, @44 3.046 2.841 1.70 2.844
CH2F @69, @32 3.053 @83, @173 3.320 2.838 1.71 2.837
H @76, + 163 3.197 @84, + 173 3.336 2.961 1.11 2.963

CHF2 @56, @36 2.858 @63, @30 2.921 2.861 1.40 2.864
CF3 @74, + 167 3.099 – – 2.854 1.41 2.859

[a] Additional details are in the Supporting Information. d : distance between the donor oxygen (Oi) and the acceptor carbon (Ci++1). [b] Calculations on X-
C(O)-Flp-OMe at the MP2 level of theory with the 6–311+ + G(2d,2p) basis set in implicit water, on peptides with an exo ring pucker and the indicated
general conformation. f and y torsion angles are tabulated in the Supporting Information, as are calculations by the M06-2X DFT method and similar cal-
culations on X-C(O)-Pro-OMe. [c] NBO energies for orbital overlap between the Oi p-like orbital and the C=Oi++1 p* orbital in kcal mol@1. [d] An interaction
energy of 0.66 kcal mol@1 was in addition calculated between the Oi s-like orbital and the C=Oi++1 p* orbital.

Figure 3. NBO analysis of n!p* interactions in the limiting cases of pivaloyl
and formyl N-caps. The extent of orbital overlap between the p-like Oi orbi-
tal and the C=Oi++1 p* orbital is significantly greater with the geometry ob-
served in the pivaloyl N-cap than that in the formyl N-cap. The former also
exhibits overlap between the s-like Oi and p* orbitals. Bottom right: the
chloroacetyl N-cap also exhibits an n!p* interaction between the chlorine
lone pair and the adjacent carbonyl, resulting in serial n!p* interactions.
Calculations were conducted at the MP2 level with the 6–311 + + G(2d,2p)
basis set in implicit water.
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served crystallographically that more electron-donating N-cap
motifs promote closer n!p* interactions and more compact

conformations, including a-helix and PPII helix, whereas more
electron-withdrawing N-cap motifs relatively promote more

extended conformations. Notably, electronic modulation of the
n!p* donor carbonyl was observed to directly impact the f
and y main-chain torsion angles, as expected based on prior,
more indirect analyses that employed readout of the w torsion

angle. Collectively, these results provide further support for the

importance of n!p* interactions in protein structure, with
particular relevance to understanding disordered states of pro-

teins. The unfolded states of proteins remain not well under-
stood, yet are central to understanding protein folding and

recognition. In addition, these results should have significant
applications in peptide design and in medicinal chemistry,
where the identity of the acyl N-capping motif could be used

to predictably promote defined conformations for optimized
structure, function, and molecular recognition.
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